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Abstract

Recently, the niqabi (women who wear niqab) come not only from the conservative but also the more moderate Muslim women. The increasing use of the veil has unsettled communities, including Islamic educational institutions, because it is associated with the rise of radicalism. This qualitative research aims to describe the phenomenon of niqabi student in the Islamic State Institute of Purwokerto (IAIN Purwokerto) between 2018 and 2019. The data were collected thorough in-depth interviews and observation to three groups of informants: Pattani students, Nahdliyin students, and Salafi students. The data were subjected to Creswell’s phenomenological research. The result showed that the niqabi at IAIN Purwokerto had several motives. While Pattani students expected wearing niqab as a medium to achieve better morals, they refused to believe that niqabi women were more pious than their non-niqabi counterparts. Likewise, the Nahdliyin student admitted that the niqab was not necessarily demonstrating individual level of religiosity which is exhibited through their submission to Islamic tenets and good behavior. Meanwhile, Salafi students considered the niqab to be a woman’s identity, piety, and perfection. All niqabi students expressed that the niqab has a self-safety function although pseudo safety. Niqabi students at IAIN Purwokerto were not affiliated with radicalism. The result of the study can be used for the campus in issuing policies related to niqabi on campus.
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introduction

Head covering comes in different shapes and indicates the identity of the wearer in Indonesia. Selendang, for example, was commonly worn by Indonesian women from the Nahdatul Ulama. While a more enclosed veil is worn by Muhammadiyah women, Niqab or cadar is more popular among conservative Muslim women such as the Tablighi Jamaat (JAT), the Indonesian Islamic Da’wah Institute (LDII), and Salafi. Meanwhile, chador, worn by Afghan Shia women, is relatively unpopular among Indonesian women. However, since the Indonesian post-reformation era or the last decades, veil has been manifested in many things from clothes of piety and Muslim identity to alternative fashion and a new lifestyle. Likewise, face coverings is no longer limited to women from conservative and old-fashioned groups but now gains popularity among modern urban communities with a more moderate religious understanding.

Before the 1990s, veil had a small group of wearers limited to religious women with high level of spirituality. Similarly, face coverings were only worn by Muslim women who were affiliated with conservative Islamic groups. The niqab was worn together with a wide black robe with a monotonous style. Meanwhile, male Muslims wore a long flowing robe (jalabiyya, similar to sherwani, traditional Indian men’s clothes), turbans, and ankle-length trousers, and distinctive physical features, such as long beard and the dark spot on their forehead as a sign of prostration. At that time, niqabi women did not appear much in the public sphere since they only took care of domestic affairs.

As the 1998 reform promoted freedom of speech and expression in Indonesia, the policy that prohibited veiling issued during the New Order was no longer in effect. Since 2010, together with the massive use of social media, people have been at ease in promoting various cultural elements to others, including Islamic learning and head-covering. Veiling is no longer religious clothes but a trend. When Muslimah clothes is combined with veil and niqab becomes public consumption. Carla Jones doubted the spirituality of Muslim women who flaunt their beauty in front of men. Meanwhile, Moors attributed the phenomenon with consumerism that sweeps through Indonesian women since the last decade. Consumerism is a key to bridge identity crisis and the new found truth experienced by Indonesian Muslim youth.

Today, the niqabi women try to show their existence along with freedom of expression and empowerment by establishing niqabi group as Niqab Squad. Initiated by Indadari, a television celebrity who turned her life to a more religious lifestyle (hiijrah), the Niqab Squad has shown their existence as women who are capable in various aspects of life. Promoting themselves in websites and social media platforms such as
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Instagram, the Niqab Squad are against the stigma of *niqabi* women as old-fashioned, passive, useless, helpless, and subjective to control. This effort also occurred among the Muslim women in the USA who use significant amount of social network to build community and regain control for representing their faith and their lives. On the contrary, face-covered Muslim women from Saudi Arabia cannot feel the freedom of expression accommodated by social media since they did not dare to upload their photos without blurry effect.

*Niqab* is often associated with radicalism. Dzuhayatin’s research stated that 30% of veiled women in Indonesia and Egypt are dissatisfied with the governments running a secular state and 50% agree with *khilafah* as the system of government following Islamic tenets. Stigmatization to all *niqabi* women to be affiliated with terrorism has encouraged social discrimination even some countries ban wearing *niqab* in public sphere. The *niqabi* women in Italy and Egypt are often treated unfairly and discriminated against in daily life, even those in France and the United Kingdom face discrimination in political setting. Preventing the *niqab* in public life certainly violates human rights and freedom of expression. The results of the research conducted by Saiya and Stuti stated that the prohibition and discrimination against veiling or wearing a *niqab* have not decreased the number of terror in the world. Violent terrorism still occurs in some countries (e.g., France and Canada) where face veiling is banned. In fact, this policy is dangerous because it deprives the freedom of religious expression and Muslim women’s rights as well as undermining religion.

The increase of conservatism and *niqabi* women has led many institutions to issue the ban of the *niqab*. UIN Sunan Kalijaga has called out the students to leave the *niqab* on campus. Also, the Ministry of Religious Affairs dismissed a *niqabi* lecturer at IAIN Bukittinggi although the Ministry of Communication and Information Technology later revealed that that the genuine reason for dismissal was not the *niqab* but indiscipline. The other Islamic campuses have decided to not issue any controversial policy related to *niqab* banning despite their underlying concerns. To name a few, IAIN Purwokerto wonders how the number of *niqabi* student is increasing lately.

Previously, the face-covering in Indonesia had almost certainly been worn only by the conservative Muslims. However, the phenomenon has currently changed since the wearers expand to the more moderate Muslim women. This qualitative research aims to describe the phenomenon of *niqabi* women in IAIN Purwokerto where several *niqabi* women students appeared on a Nahdliyin-based campus.
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This research was conducted in 2018 and 2019. The data were collected through in-depth interviews and observations. The informants were selected on a survey basis from a gender-based group, namely the niqabi Muslim women, divided into three groups: Pattani students, Nahdliyin student, and Salafi students. All informants’ names were abbreviated. The data were analyzed using the Creswell’s technique on a phenomenological approach, i.e., describing personal experience of the phenomenon being studied; listing important statements; grouping the statements; reflecting through imaginative variation, structural description, and divergent perspectives; constructing meaning and essential experience; and reporting the result of research."21

Religious life in IAIN Purwokerto

Institut Agama Islam Negeri (IAIN) Purwokerto has five faculties: Faculty of Education, Faculty of Islamic Law, Faculty of Economic and Islamic Bussines, Faculty of Da’wah and Communication, and the Faculty of Ushuluddin, Adab, and Humanities (FUAH). The lecturers and education staff of IAIN Purwokerto came from different background: 85% Nahdlatul Ulama culture, 10% Muhammadiyah, and the rest from other Islamic groups including but not limited to Salafi, puritanical Nahdlatul Ulama, and Hizbut Tahrir Indonesia.22

The students come from various regions in Indonesia but mostly are from Java. Additionally, IAIN has a partnership with the Ministry of Religious Affairs (MoRA) to bring up Muslim students from Pattani, Southern Thailand. The first batch of exchange students/international students was in 2014, and in 2019 there were 34 male and 11 female international students from Pattani. Thai students in IAIN Purwokerto have a unique appearance, especially the niqabi women, and have limited social life only among themselves.23

IAIN Purwokerto requires all first-year students who did not pass the tests of reading the Quran and the basics of practising worship (baca tulis al-Quran dan praktik pelaksanaan ibadah/BTAPPI) to live in pesantren mahasiswa or Islamic boarding school for at least one year. Every year, more than 70% of students undergo this procedure. Considering the inexpensive and modest lifestyle in pesantren, most students stay longer for some years. In 2019, there were 25 pesantren mahasiswa most of which were affiliated with Nahdlatul Ulama (NU) and owned by IAIN lecturers, but only one pesantren was affiliated with Muhammadiyah.24

The students gain Islamic teaching not only from the campus but also from pesantren mahasiswa and the city mosques. Studying Islam in halqa at the campus did not found at all. It is probably because of the boredom in studying Islam where students learn the same materials on both campus and pesantren. It happened to the students who live and are affiliated with NU culture. Meanwhile, a small number of students are accustomed to attending the Quran recitation in Salafi-dominated mosques.

The mosques in Purwokerto (e.g., Masjid Agung Baitussalam, Masjid Jenderal Soedirman, Masjid Asy-Syifa, Masjid Bhayangkara, Masjid Darussalam, Masjid Al-Islah, and Masjid Fatiaruzzahra) provide recitation schedules for various Islamic groups, such as Salafi, Nahdlatul Ulama, Muhammadiyah, Muallaf Center, Al-Irsyad, and others.

Niqabi in IAIN Purwokerto

Some civitas academica of IAIN are concerned about the growing number of female students wearing the niqab. Every year, there will be new niqabi wearers or female students wearing a wider veil.25 This concern is indeed unfounded because most conservative Muslim and even radical Islamic groups usually wear a long and wide veil and face-covering.26 However, the veil is not necessarily an integrated characteristic of the communities. The number of niqabi students
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in IAIN is indefinite but it comes between a dozen and twenty.

The most visible group who wear face-covering are Pattani female students, accounting for 6 out of 11. Four of them have worn the *niqab* since they were in Thailand, while the others covered their faces after studying in Indonesia. It should be understood that Muslims in Southern Thailand have a more conservative understanding of Islam than the moderate Muslims in Indonesia. The majority of Muslims in Southern Thailand live in Islamic cultures and thoughts similar to those of Nahdlatul Ulama in Indonesia but a little more conservative, especially in the social life between men and women. Wearing *niqab* is common for Muslims there, especially women from Islamic schools (*pesantren*), as revealed by AL:

> Wearing *niqab* is common in Southern Thailand, many women especially from Islamic school wear it. I wonder how *niqab* becomes uncommon in Indonesia and how man and woman can socialize freely... in Thai pesantren woman and man do not interact at all.\(^{26}\)

An interesting story happened to NL. During her life in Thailand, she was happy being a “pop” Muslim who loved pop lifestyle by listening to western music and watching teen romance movie. She was against wearing the *niqab* and evidently mocked her sister-in-law for wearing the *burqa*. However, when she started studying in Indonesia she felt the need to wear *niqab* as self-protection.

> I used to hate *niqab*... I realized that I live far from my parents, if not myself, who else would protect me? That’s why I decided to wear a *niqab* so that I wouldn’t be disturbed... during the first semester my friend said that a senior had a crush on me, he wants to meet me in front of the class during break time. Ah, I don’t like it, I feel so humiliated when he bothered me.\(^{29}\)

Wearing a *niqab* for NL is self-protection in social life and prevents public harassment. In her homeland, she has always worn the “standard veil” (a medium-long which covers the abdomen) to secure herself. However, after coming to Indonesia, she needs a wider and close-fitting cloth to cover her body and face instead of the standard veil. Avoiding *fitnah* (temptation) is the other reason. When she can not take care of her body, it may attract a man’s attention which constitutes as the worst temptation. For her, as common in Pattani’s social life, men are not allowed to mingle with women, so she refuses to hang out with men except for academic activities. NL was considered the most progressive student among women Pattani students. She devoted her free time to reading political books, Gus Dur’s tolerant thoughts, Gus Mus’s poetry, and even controversial-liberal books. She also participated in some student activity units such as Himpunan Mahasiswa Indonesia, Pergerakan Mahasiswa Islam Indonesia, the campus community art, and others. However, she still wore the *niqab* for self-protection and avoiding *fitnah*.

Similarly, MR only wore the *niqab* since 2017 when starting her study in IAIN Purwokerto. The first time she decided to cover her face, her family disagreed with her decision. Different from NL, MR occupied her intention of improving morality instead of protection. She believed that *niqab* can motivate herself to practice better morals, such as managing her anger. Ever since she wore the *niqab*, MR has felt happier and more patient than before.

> I used to get angry easily, very sensitive, and negative thinking. After wearing a *niqab*, I behave better than before, I am more patient, and better in managing emotion.\(^{30}\)

27 Interview with NW, Pattani student, 21 December 2018.

28 Di sana (Thailand Selatan) biasa orang bercadar, jumlahnya sangat banyak terutama di kalangan pesantren. Saya merasa heran di Indonesia cadar menjadi aneh dan bagaimana pergaulan laki-laki perempuan di sini bebas bermain bersama ... Di pesantren di sana laki-laki dan perempuan sama sekali tidak bertemu. Interview with AL, male Pattani student, 29 December 2018.

29 Saya dulu gak suka dengan cadar ... saya sadar jauh dari orang tua, jika bukan saya sendiri siapa lagi yang akan melindungi? Makanya saya putuskan untuk menggunakan cadar supaya gak diganggu ... pernah waktu semester awal ada teman bilang, “Kamu ditanyain tuh oleh kakak kelas, katanya nanti istirahat minta ketemu di depan kelas”. Ih, saya gak suka banget, saya merasa gimana gitu digangguin seperti itu. Interview with NL, Pattani student, 1 January 2019.

30 Dulu saya itu suka marah-marah, sensitif sekali. Setelah pakai cadar akhlak saya menjadi lebih baik, lebih ten-
The Pattani students’ niqab are unique in shape and color. MR and her friends wore colorful niqab together with their trendy clothes. They even wore bright colors like lemon yellow and pink. The face cover not always color coordinate with veil but matched the clothes and skirt. They did not wear wide robes but a typical Malay kurung shirt, wide skirts, and standard veils that covered breast, and face covering. For example, in the interview, MR wore a turmeric yellow shirt, black skirt, yellow veil, black niqab, and black hand-sock. Meanwhile the other Thai students also look fashionable wearing fashionable brooch. Their fashion style include matching color in clothes, niqab and face makeup. A niqabi student, LT, applied a simple makeup look with soft eye shadow and eyeliner.

All Pattani niqabi students agreed that the niqab did not show the level of religiosity whether in practicing sunnah (prophetic traditions) or in covering intimate parts of women (aurat). They argued that the face and the palms are included to the may-be-exposed part of women’s body as stated by qv. An-Nur (24): 31 illā mā zā’ahara minhā. Although they wore niqab all day, they would take it off during prayer. Here, we can conclude three reasons for Pattani students to wear the niqab: 1) strong influence of religious-cultural background of Thai Muslims, 2) intent to improve morals, and 3) self-safety.

The other niqabi students at IAIN Purwokerto were Salafi partisans in a very small number. A niqabi Salafi student I managed to meet was CN from Primary School Teacher major who recently finished her study when being interviewed. She stated that the number of niqabi Salafists was rare, especially those who dare to wear the niqab on campus. She wore a niqab for ideological reasons. Following Salafi tenets, the niqab is sunnah muakkadah (an almost obligatory prophetic tradition) for women.

When interviewed, CN has already worn the niqab for about six months, previously she only dared to wear a wide veil that covers the buttocks and hands. When traveling, CN wore a niqab with confidence, but she did not dare to cover her face on campus. Covering her face with a mask is an alternative way to follow the prophet’s sunnah without being stigmatized on campus. Another Salafi student, AS, admitted to starting wearing a mask in daily life except at the campus. Since CN wore the niqab, her classmate stared at her strangely. Even though she was never discriminated against in academic life, but some of her friends were curious about her reason for covering her face in an Islamic campus where it is uncommon.

Sometimes I wonder how an Islamic campus did not uphold Islamic teaching at all. The niqab is uncommon here. In fact, niqab is sunnah. I heard a rumor that the campus will issue a niqab ban for students. It is so weird, right? Never mind, Islam began as something strange, and it will return to being strange just as it began. 31

CN has been actively participating in Salafi teaching in several city mosques since she was a student of vocational high school. Besides the ease of accessing Islamic teaching, Salafi ideology was perceived by CN as appropriate and reassuring to her spirituality. As a first-year student, CN tried to wear a wider veil and keep going from time to time until she dared to cover her face at the final year of her study.

Different from Pattani students, CN and AS wore wide dark shirts, wide robes, and long veils to protect themselves from fitnah. CN confessed being uneasy as a woman since she is prone to be a source of sins. She has to cover her face to avoid the sin of attracting men’s attention. Similar to loose-fitting clothes, dark colored clothes is regarded the most neutral color that is unlikely to attract men’s attention. Likewise, the color and shape of clothes, dark clothes are regarded as the most neutral color that is unlikely to attract men’s attention. She admitted that self-protection by wearing a niqab and wide robe is not only her commitment to Allah but also her responsibility to her parents. She agreed that women not only live not only for themselves but determine the good and bad of others’ lives, especially their fathers or husbands.
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ang, dan emosi menjadi lebih terkendali. Interview with MR, Pattani student, 1 January 2019.
involved in campus student activities at all. She went to campus only for regular study. However, she was zealously studying Islam in the city mosques almost every day. Although she was still a student of the Faculty of Education, she had no difficulties when teaching her students how to read the Quran. She argued that her voice remained clear when teaching and she could deliver her knowledge well. However, she did not plan to work after graduating since her future husband will bear the burden of family livelihood later. Taking care of her self, performing the compulsory worship, and obeying her husband is enough to be bestowed by the heaven.

Another niqabi student is DN, a student of the Faculty of Economics and Islamic Business (FEBI). DN followed Nahdlatul Ulama’s teaching and culture in her daily religious life although she did not learn Islam from pesantren except for her first-year study. Sometimes, she learned Islam from the contemporary-famous ustadz such as Abdus Somad, Habib Lutfi, and others. The Nahdliyin (someone who affiliated to Nahdlatul Ulama) student mentioned comfort as the reason for covering her face. The niqab was proper for Indonesian Muslim women today since the number of niqabi women has increased and they promoted themselves on social media platforms. Unlike other Pattani students who were uncomfortable interacting with male students, DN is friendly with her male classmates.32

Similar to Salafi and Pattani niqabi students, DN wore a niqab for self-protection. She used to wear a long veil and wide robe, but once she tried to cover her face, she felt comfortable. When wearing a short headscarf, she was teased by a male student and it made her uncomfortable. However, wearing a robe and a long veil gained her respect from her friends, and after wearing the niqab, the respect grew even more. She felt highly dignified and safe because of the niqab and was never disturbed again especially by men.

Niqab and Self-Safety

Most niqabi students stated self-safety and personal protection as their main motivation for wearing the niqab. This protection may keep them from physical harassment while reinforcing psychological comfort in social interactions. Men who frequently tease women cannot be tolerated. Therefore, the presence of niqab becomes self-boundaries (hijab) in making the distance between herself and others.21, no. 50 (2015): 1039.

In the psychological aspect, the term psychological safety refers to freedom from implied threats to personal well-being.33 This term is common in leadership management.34 Several studies related to this have been carried out by Wanles and Kessel who mentioned that psychological safety is closely related to personal happiness and productivity.35 Psychological safety is different from physical safety that refers to the absence of physical abuse. Several researchers, such as Torrie and Meredith, associate clothing with psychological safety.36 Similarly, Mahanani stated that Salafi women wear hijab syar’i for security reasons in addition to several other pragmatic reasons.37

The Pattani niqabi students, Nahdliyin student, and Salafi students shared common values in self-safety during social interaction as the main reason to wear a niqab. They felt more protected and respected when wearing the niqab and wide clothes rather than the standard veils and clothes. For Salafi and Nahdliyin student, the respect and sense of safety they earn increase with the length of their veil and robe.

32 Interview with DN, Nahdlyin student, 16 January 2019.
The Quran reveals the guidance in social interaction between man and woman in qv. An-Nur (24): 30-31 by reciprocal principles of ghad\{d\}ul bas\}ar and hifz\{al-furūj. The students did not mention these tenets whatsoever, but only repeated the subordination of women as a source of temptation fitnah. The physical body of women is stated as a curse that has to be treated carefully. They admitted fitnah as temptations that can arouse male sexual desire. Limiting physical appearance and attitude are women duties to prevent being fitnah and save herself and her family from the hell.

Concerning the students’ confession, there are two important issues. First, the existence of men is always a threat to women and does not provide sense of security sense in daily interactions. When the students felt threatened, they resolved their problem by blaming themselves and performing self-defense by wearing niqab to set a boundary. They did not blame the men as the perpetrators. They live in patriarchal culture, approving men’s power that should respect women regardless of their choice of outfit through ghad\{d\}ul bas\}ar (mindset control).

Second, niqab discerned as self-safety is merely pseudo-safety. Most people are stereotyping niqabi women as terrorists or at least radical and putting extra cautions of niqabi women. The students were catcalled by people in public facilities because their appearance attracted public attention. It was confessed by both Salafi students and Pattani students. CN admitted that she was shunned by other people at the bus stop and was stared hard because of her black niqab. The Pattani students admitted being teased and called ukhti (sister) frequently on the street when they went back home after campus.

In addition, the campus life did not seem to welcome niqabi students, making them uncomfortable studying in campus. It was evident when Salafi student initially wore only face masks to substitute niqab in campus. Wearing the mini-niqab, a mask instead of a veil, made them feel safer because it is considered more natural and socially acceptable than niqab. They only received little questions about their reasons and religious affiliations when wearing a mask. Danial’s research reveals that wearing a mask is considered an alternative resistance against the ban of the niqab. Therefore, in terms of security reason, niqab provides pseudo-safety because the wearers are not properly secured and protected from any discriminations and harassments.

Niqab and Piety

Wearing the niqab as a form of obedience to religious teaching was only admitted by the Salafi students. The niqab is sunnah muakadah (almost obligatory prophetic traditions) and the highest level of women perfection in appearance. The standard veil and dress do not meet the Islamic tenets. On the contrary, Pattani students and Nahdliyin student disagreed to the notion that the niqabi women is more Islamic or more pious than the veiled woman.

In light of Weber’s social action theory, the primary motives of students wearing face-covering can be categorized as the value of rational social action since their decision is based on conscious considerations of ethics, customs, religions, and other values. While the Pattani and Nahdliyin students did not admit niqab as merely piety cloths, Salafi students did. Covering their face was not their primary goal, but a medium to achieve good behavior in Islamic virtue. Determination in wearing niqab were conscious and rational actions based on religious teaching.

The Pattani and Nahdliyin students have not given their pertinence to continue wearing the niqab after pursuing their aims. However, they felt comfortable to continue covering their face. Although the Nahdliyin student admitted that niqab is the best clothes for her these day to give comfort, protection, and ease for her activities, she is unsure of whether to continue wearing the niqab or not.

Similarly, the Pattani students were unsure of wearing niqab or taking it off after graduating from IAIN Purwokerto. It is possible to remain a niqab wearer if it is effective to internalize Islamic virtue after they return to their homeland.

Several scholars have discussed the veil

and niqab as piety. Carla Jones agreed that veil is a religious identity and should only be used for piety clothes. She even questioned the spirituality of fashionable-veiled women, since fashion trend is contrary to piety as religious teaching. Religion expects modesty rather than the fashion that makes them attractive. It was contrary to Bucar who stated that head covering is currently recognized as both religious motives and others such as social and political motives. Her statement is in line with Fealy related to consumerism and religious life as well as Safitri who stated that head covering and Muslim dress have become an alternative fashion for Muslims today.

Fashion is inseparable from Indonesian women’s clothing. Fashion has integral to any clothes of Indonesian women. The simplest face-covering was the Salafi’s niqab as a dark-long niqab. The Salafi women wear a robe in addition to monotonous, non-motivated, and non-styled dresses unlike the fashionable ones worn by most Indonesian women. Kind of niqab is considered as piety clothes an sich by Salafi-affiliated students. Meanwhile, the colorful niqab with simple eye makeup worn by Pattani students and the stylish robe of Nahdliyin students did not break the basic principles of Islam in Pattani and Nahdliyin students’ thought.

**Niqab and Identity**

The theory of identity was written by Erik Erikson and Sigmund Freud. The theory has developed exponentially after being criticized and evaluated by other scholars, such as Gerald Adams and Sheila Marshall who argued that the formation of identity is very much influenced by two factors: macro and micro factors. Macro-environment or external factors include the economic conditions, the culture of the community where somebody lives, demographics, politics, values, social class, and race. Meanwhile, microenvironment factors consist of interpersonal communication skills, written words, media, and daily routines or internal factors that occurs in personal.

Research related to veiling and identity was carried out by Read and Bartkowski who examined conflicts between Muslim elites who promote the veil as a Muslim identity and feminist groups who promote anti-veiling in Texas. Meanwhile, Croucher researched the lives of French Muslim women and their efforts to oppose the veiling ban in public life. Both research agreed that veiling is not merely a symbol but a fundamental part of Muslim identity. Research on veiling as the identity of women in Indonesia was undertaken by Dewi who described the formation of Javanese women’s identities from traditional kemben to the kerudung and Muslim clothing. Meanwhile, Safri studied veil as the identity symbol of transgender women in Indonesia.

Zempi studied niqabi women more specifically in the United Kingdom. From her research title, “It’s a part of me, I feel naked without it”, Zempi concluded that the niqab emerged as a personal choice, an expression of religious piety, public form of modesty, and property of the ummah. It was also perceived as a form of agency and non-conformity to the Western consumerism culture and lifestyle. The
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results of Zempi’s study are in line with Yeste on niqabi in Spain.50

The niqabi student of IAIN Purwokerto expressed niqab as a Muslim identity, but only Salafi students upheld its fundamental identity for Muslim women. Salafi students perceived that one of woman’s perfection lies in how fully covered her body is. Her religious understanding assumed that unconcealed clothes without face-covering showed the imperfection of Muslim women’s identity. Woman’s dignity lies on self-protection from becoming a public show. Her body and physical beauty can only be enjoyed by her husband. Allowing other men to perceive her physical beauty and voice means she cannot take care of herself from the hell.

Contrary to the Pattani and Nahdliyin students who believe that Muslim woman’s identity is veil not the niqab, the main Muslim identity lies in morality and religious practice, not the niqab itself. The main Muslim identity lies in morality and religious practice, not in the niqab itself. Sufficient clothes for a Muslim woman includes a head covering and loose clothing since their interpretation on the intimate part of women’s body exclude face and palms.

The different views on Muslim identity are influenced by macro and micro environmental factors. Salafi students argued that niqab is a Muslim identity because it is closely related to conservative Salafism tenets. They received Islamic teaching only from Salafism from daily Islamic teaching at city mosques and online preaching on the radio, YouTube, websites, and social network sites as the only truth. The students have no religious education background other than the campus and Salafism.

The religious thought and Muslim life in Southern Thailand have influenced the Pattani students in wearing niqab as well. The social disparity of Muslim life in Thailand and Indonesia gave an impact, especially in social life. The conservative religious understanding of Muslims in Southern Thailand support the student to make a stable decision in wearing niqab to practice moral identity in social life as the Muslims in their homeland do. The moderate Muslims call themselves ahlussunah, but their religious understanding forbids nonfamily men and women to interact in daily life except for justified reasons. Facing a different socio-culture, Pattani Muslim women chose to wear the niqab to reach the respectable muslimah moral identity.

On the contrary to the Nahdliyin student expressed niqab as a cloth of freedom. Similar to Pattani student, the Nahdlyin student admitted that the expected clothes as Muslim identity in public life are head-covering and loose clothes covering the intimate parts of a woman’s body. Furthermore, a woman is free to choose the type, color, and size of clothes she has worn. Meanwhile, the most fundamental identity for a woman is morality.

Were Niqabi Students affiliated with Radicalism?

The definition of radicalism and extremism is vague. The National Counter-Terrorism Agency (BNPT) requires four characteristics of radicalism: intolerant, fanatic, exclusive, and revolutionary action to change the stable condition.51 Marshal Hodgson, as stated by Umar, emphasized that Islamicate civilization include religious activities that are deeply embedded in local and regional cultures.52 Likewise, Barton argued that radicalism is an ideology that believes Islam can and should form the basis of political ideology.53 In light of Fealy’s statement that the radicals do not trust the government policy, they often take over the security function of Indonesian army and police.54

---


51 National Counter Terrorism Agency (Badan Nasional Penanggulangan Terorisme), Strategi Menghadapi Paham Radikalisme Terorisme–ISIS (Jakarta: Belmawa, 2016).


In addition, there is an unclear distinction between extremism and radicalism. Extremism is sometimes equated with violent terrorism, as stated by Ferrero and Greg Simon. Meanwhile, based on Wijsen’s study, Indonesians define Islamic radicals and extremists as excessive Muslims and contradicting peace. However, we defined radicalism in the form of intolerance, fanaticism, exclusiveness, revolution, and most importantly, the belief that Islam should establish the basis of politics and government. These radicals do perform aggressive actions but without the bomb violence which is a characteristic of terrorists.

All the niqabi students have moderate religious thought, except for Salafi students who are affiliated with more conservative Islam. However, Salafi does not oppose the government nor want to replace the government system with an Islamic system despite their desire to embed Islamic teachings in life. Interestingly, Salafi teaches loyalty to the government as Wahabi’s close relationship with the government of Saudi Arabia. However, they have other characteristics such as intolerance.

Therefore, it is crucial to notice is the growth of conservatism which potentially destroys the social cohesion and moderation of Indonesian Muslims. Indonesian Muslims are pluralistic, inclusive, and known as the Muslims with smiling faces. The rise of conservatism may erode the Indonesian culture manifested in Muslim life.

The Salafi female students admitted the subordination of women to men since women have started not to reach their level of education and unwilling to work in the public sector. For Salafi female students women only need to stay at home and proclaim self-submission to their husbands to get the glory of life and heaven in the hereafter. They also refuses to appear in a public environment without apparent reasons. Limiting women’s movement will foster injustice in life and violate the spirit of Islam. Likewise, limiting education for women potentially reduce the number of educated women and family education especially to children. Therefore, their persistence in exclusive religious belief may create intolerance that is incompatible with religious values and the conditions of Indonesian communities.

Conclusions

The niqabi students of IAIN Purwokerto came from various religious backgrounds including conservative and moderate Muslim. While most niqabi students were Pattani students who share moderate understanding of Islam with Nahdliyin, Salafi students are affiliated to conservative religious understanding.

The students wear the niqab for various reasons. Niqab is a medium to achieve morality among the Pattani, a freedom of expression for the Nahdliyin, and an attempt to reach religious perfection for the Salafi. They agreed the niqab is safety clothes although only pseudo-safety. The Pattani and the Nahdliyin students agreed that a niqabi woman is not always more pious than a non-niqabi woman since piety is determined by morality. Meanwhile, the Salafi students admitted that the niqab veil is the main Muslim identity and a display of woman religiosity.

Examining the reasons and religious background of the students, we conclude that the niqabi at IAIN Purwokerto is not associated with radicalism and terrorism. We uncover several issues that needs comprehensive study, such as the impact and the possibility of the growth of conservatism in campus that can disrupt the social cohesion, as well as gender equality education and protecting individual human rights.
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